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Abstract

Our previous studies have produced phenomenological models for turbulence in solar wind plasmas on large-
(inertial) magnetohydrodynamic scales, based on observations by the Voyager, Ulysses, and THEMIS missions.
Here we consider turbulence in the Earth’s magnetosheath, where timescales are often far shorter than those in the
heliosheath, using observations from the currently operating Magnetospheric Multiscale (MMS) mission on much
smaller kinetic scales. We employ a standard statistical analysis to obtain energy density spectra for the magnetic
field strength and the ion speed at high time resolution. We find a clear breakpoint of the magnetic spectrum
exponent from −0.8 to −5/2 near the ion gyrofrequency of 0.25 Hz. In fact, just behind the bow shock and near
the magnetopause, the availability of the highest-resolution magnetic field observations enables us also to identify
the expected spectral exponent of about −3, which is further followed by steeper spectra with the slopes from
−7/2 to −11/2 (−16/3) in the kinetic regime above 20 Hz, possibly resulting from the kinetic Alfvén waves.
Because the resolution of the ion plasma parameters is somewhat lower than that for the magnetic field, spectra for
the ion velocity can only be resolved near the onset of kinetic scales. On the other hand, deep inside the
magnetosheath, where only low-resolution data are available and we are still in the magnetohydrodynamic scale
range, we recover the well-known −5/3 Kolmogorov’s spectrum. The obtained results on kinetic scales may be
useful for better understanding the physical mechanisms governing turbulence.
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1. Introduction

Turbulence is a complex phenomenon that remains a challenge
for contemporary science (Frisch 1995; Chang 2015). Notwith-
standing great progress in magnetohydrodynamic (MHD; and Hall-
MHD) turbulence simulations, the physical mechanisms for
turbulence are still not clearly understood (Burlaga 1995; Biskamp
2003). Collisionless space and astrophysical plasmas can be
considered natural laboratories for investigating the complex
dynamics (e.g., Bruno & Carbone 2016). It is known that turbulent
magnetic fields play an important role in our space environment,
e.g., leading to magnetic reconnection (e.g., Burlaga 1995;
Treumann 2009; Figura & Macek 2013) and the redistribution of
kinetic and magnetic energy in space plasmas. The dynamic
variability of these fields at small scales in the solar system is not
well known. For example, reconnection processes may play an
important role in mixing heliospheric and interstellar plasmas, as
postulated by Macek & Grzedzielski (1985), a hypothesis recently
supported by numerical simulations (Strumik et al. 2013, 2014).
Reconnection at the heliopause (the ultimate boundary separating
the heliosphere from the very local interstellar plasma) has yet to be
confirmed by experimental data.

Our previous studies employed an MHD approach to
produce phenomenological models for turbulence in the solar
wind plasma on relatively large scales in the inertial regime

based on Voyager deep-space mission observations of the outer
heliosphere, including the heliosheath, and even the interstellar
medium (Burlaga et al. 2013; Macek et al. 2014), on Ulysses
spacecraft observations beyond the ecliptic plane (Wawrzaszek
et al. 2015), and also on THEMIS mission observations of the
Earth’s magnetosheath (Macek et al. 2015, 2017, 2018).
Admittedly, the identification of turbulence scaling in the

inertial range may not necessarily provide any specific physical
mechanism for the multiple processes that are responsible for
the distribution of energy or magnetic flux between cascading
turbulent eddies. However, we are convinced that one must
consider much smaller scales, where particle-wave interactions
resulting in the dissipation of energy are effective (e.g.,
Alexandrova 2008; Yordanova et al. 2008). Hence, our basic
research hypothesis is that small scales are essential for
understanding the physical mechanisms of turbulence. In our
view, it is necessary to investigate the experimental data at
scale lengths below the inertial range. Based on the Cluster
multi-spacecraft mission, Sahraoui et al. (2009) found a
steepening of the power spectral density (PSD) on electron
scales and confirmed the power-law spectrum with an exponent
of −5/2 (close to the expected −7/3) between ion and electron
scales (compare Sahraoui et al. 2013). On the other hand,
analyzing mainly the WIND data Bruno et al. (2014) showed
that the existence of a short frequency range, where the
steepening is related to the PSD of fluid scales, is generally
steeper than −7/3, and depends on the power density level of
the fluctuations within the inertial range. Lion et al. (2016),
Roberts et al. (2016), and Perrone et al. (2016, 2017) have
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further investigated the nature of solar wind magnetic
fluctuations on ion scales based on the missions.

Yordanova et al. (2016) reported Magnetospheric Multiscale
(MMS) observations of electron scale current sheets in the
turbulent magnetosheath behind the quasi-parallel shock.
Chasapis et al. (2017) have analyzed high-order structure
functions using both MMS and Cluster data. Breuillard et al.
(2018) recently analyzed the spectral properties of the
magnetosheath downstream of the quasi-parallel and quasi-
perpendicular bow shocks, suggesting that the high-resolution
MMS data can provide better insight into the nature of turbulence
in the magnetosheath at ion and electron kinetic scales.
However, the dependence of the spectrum on the location in
the magnetosheath with different available data resolutions has
not yet been explored. Moreover, we are convinced that the
gross features of turbulence should still be determined by Alfvén
waves (e.g., Belcher & Davis 1971), involving the magnetic field
and the ion bulk speed of the plasma, possibly related to
discontinuities (Borovsky 2010), current sheets, mirror mode
structures, or instabilities (Tsurutani et al. 2011).

Therefore, this Letter focuses on the transition fromMHD to ion
scales for both high- and low-resolution MMS data, which still
needs further investigation. Following our previous study based on
the THEMIS data (Macek et al. 2015, 2017), we analyze in fuller
detail turbulence on sub-ion scales in the entire magnetosheath
region depending on highly variable plasma, in order to compare
the characteristics of turbulence spectra, when going from the
MHD to kinetic scales. This leads to a description of space plasmas
within kinetic theory, instead of an MHD approach.

In particular, we have confirmed a clear breakpoint in the
magnetic energy spectra, which occurs near the ion gyrofre-
quencies behind the bow shock, inside the magnetosheath, and
before leaving the magnetosheath. We have also observed that
the spectrum steepens at these points to power exponents in the
kinetic range from −5/2 to −11/2 for the magnetic field data of
the highest resolution available within the MMS mission. The
high- and low-resolution data used in our study are described in
Section 2. The obtained characteristic plasma parameters,
together with the magnetic and plasma spectra, are presented in
Section 3. Finally, the importance of turbulence on the sub-ion
scales for astrophysical plasmas is summarized in Section 4.

2. Data

The MMS mission was launched in 2015 to investigate
magnetic reconnection near the Earth’s magnetopause and in the
magnetotail (Burch et al. 2016). This Letter investigates
magnetosheath turbulence (a) just behind the bow shock (BS),
(b) inside the magnetosheath (SH), and (c) near the magnetopause
(MP). Figure 1 shows the MMS1 trajectory in the Geocentric
Solar Ecliptic (GSE) coordinates. The dotted–dashed line shows
the position of the bow shock (Wu et al. 2000), while the solid
line shows the magnetopause (Shue et al. 1998). Table 1 lists the
respective time intervals. The local angle θBn between the normal
n (at the bow shock nose) to the surface of the shock and the
direction of the ambient magnetic field B is estimated to indicate
whether the magnetosheath lies behind the quasi-parallel
(0°� θBn� 45°) or quasi-perpendicular (45° < θBn� 90°) shock
(e.g., Leroy 1983); here we have the intermediate type of shocks.

For the magnetic field strength BB = ∣ ∣, we use BURST file
data from the FluxGate Magnetometers (FGM; Russell et al.
2016) with the highest resolution of 7.8 ms, and survey data
with substantially lower time resolutions of 0.0625–0.125 s. All

of the data are available from http://cdaweb.gsfc.nasa.gov. For
the ion plasma velocity VV = ∣ ∣ we use observations measured
by the Dual Ions Spectrometer instrument (DIS; Pollock et al.
2016), with somewhat lower time resolution; namely, in the
BURST type we have 150 ms for ions (Dual Electron
Spectrometer (DES) provides 30 ms for electrons). In FAST
Mode the instruments provide moments each 4.5 s. Using the
highest-resolution data available for the selected bow shock
interval (a) lasting 5 minutes, there are 37,856 measurement
points for the magnetic field and 1973 points for the plasma
bulk velocity. For case (b), deep inside the magnetosheath
between the bow shock and the magnetopause, only the low-
resolution data are available, representing averages of the
BURST data. Despite this, we have found a long interval of
3.5 hr consisting of 198,717 points for B and 2760 points for V.
Near the magnetopause, case (c), the highest-resolution data are
again available and even for a rather short interval of about
1.8 minutes, we still have 13,959 measurement points for the
magnetic field and 733 points for the ion velocity.

3. Results

The lagged solar wind conditions governing the cases under
study are given in the last three columns of Table 1, which have
been calculated using the omnidirectional (OMNI) data
(available fromomniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov), for a location just
downstream the bow shock (case (a)), for turbulence inside the
magnetosheath (case (b)), and finally just outside the
magnetopause (case (c)).
The Alfvén Mach numbers MA are defined here as the ratio

(V/VA) of the ion velocity V to the Alfvén velocity VA=
B/(μ0ρ)

1/2, where ρ=mN is the mass density for ions of mass m
and the number density N (μ0 denotes the permeability of free
space), assuming the standard solar wind composition (95% of
hydrogen and 5% of helium) ions (with m=1.15 mp, the proton
mass). The calculated values of the Alfvén Mach numbers, which
can be considered as a strength of the shock itself, are rather high,
ranging from 13 to 20. The ratio of the solar wind thermal
pressure to the magnetic pressure, i.e., the plasma parameter β
from 2 to 5, as given by p/(B2/(2μ0ρ)), indicates that the thermal
pressure dominates the magnetic pressure. The magnetosonic
Mach number Mms, which is the ratio of the velocity to the
magnetosonic velocity, V V Vms A

2
S
2= + , where the sonic speed

isV pS g r= (γ=5/3 is the polytropic index), is similar in all
of these cases; for a more detailed analysis on shock parameters,
see the review by Macek et al. (2018).
The magnetosheath can easily be identified on the basis of

broad ion energy spectra ranging from 100 eV to a few keV as
illustrated for each sample in the upper panels of Figures 2–4,
respectively. The second and third panels show the magnetic
field strength B∣ ∣ and the ion velocity V∣ ∣. The fourth panel
presents the ion and electron temperatures perpendicular to the
local magnetic field B, i.e., T⊥i and T⊥e. The fifth and sixth
panels show the calculated ion and electron gyrofrequencies,
fci and fce, which characterize the kinetic regime, with averages
shown by dashed lines.
At the bottom of Figures 2–4 we present the magnetic and

plasma kinetic energy density spectra obtained using the Welch
(1967) method, for the cases listed in Table 1. Consider the
spectrum obtained just behind crossing the bow shock shown in
Figure 2. Taking the mean magnetic field strength in this interval
B=18.85 nT, we obtain average ion and electron gyrofrequencies
of fci=0.25Hz and fce=528Hz, respectively. Further, with

2
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the mean ion temperature perpendicular to B of T⊥i≈420eV,
we calculate the mean Larmor radius for ions to be rLi=
119 km∼100 km. Similarly, with the mean electron perpend-
icular temperature T⊥e≈46 eV, we have obtained the respective
electron Larmor radius to be rLe=0.86 km, of the order of 1 km.
This means that kinetic scales, estimated using the Taylor (1938)
hypothesis, should approximately span the interval from 1 to
100 km.

In addition, taking the average ion number density in the interval
ni=27.47 cm

−3, and the corresponding ion plasma (angular)
frequency (ωp= 2πfp), we calculate the ion inertial length
(c denotes the speed of light), λi=c/(ωpi)=46.65 km. Similarly,
with the average electron density ne=25.44 cm

−3, the electron
inertial length (plasma skin depth) is λe= c/(ωpe)=1.05 km, i.e.,
basically of the same order as the electron gyroradius rLe.
Therefore, employing the Taylor’s hypothesis (using the average
velocity of the solar wind flow in the magnetosheath, V, in the third
panel of Figure 2), we estimate the characteristic frequency
ωλ=2πfλ=(V/c)ωp for ions f 0.55 Hzi =l and electrons

f 24.5 Hze =l , respectively, see (e.g., Leamon et al. 1998). The
vertical dashed line in the spectra presented in Figures 2–4 displays
the ion gyrofrequency fci (we are well below the electron
gyrofrequency fce) and the dashed–dotted and dotted lines denote
the characteristic ion fλi and electron fλe frequencies related to the
respective inertial scales estimated using the Taylor’s hypothesis.
Thanks to the high-resolution observations available for the

magnetic field, we obtain a spectral exponent of −2.6±0.1
(≈−5/2) for the magnetic energy density spectrum when
entering the kinetic regime, which is clearly steeper than the
standard Kolmogorov- (1941) (−5/3) or Kraichnan- (1965)
(−3/2) type spectrum, characteristic for the inertial region
of magnetized plasma (compare Salem et al. 2009). As can be
seen, the spectrum begins near the ion gyrofrequency, fci∼
0.25 Hz (close to fλi∼ 0.55 Hz, as is observed here in the
frequency range from ∼10−1 Hz), and ends near the Taylor-
shifted frequency fλe∼25 Hz, corresponding to the electron
inertial length, marked by the vertical dashed and dotted lines, i.e.,
far below the electron gyrofrequency, fce≈528 Hz (not shown

Figure 1. MMS1 spacecraft trajectory in the magnetosheath: (a) behind the bow shock, (b) inside the magnetosheath, and (c) near the magnetopause.

Table 1
List of Selected MMS1 Interval Samples (hh.min:ss)

Case Resolution Time (y.m.d) Location Begin End θBn (°) MA β Mms

(a) High 2015.12.28 BS 01.48:04 01.52:59 35.8±7 19.3 4.5 8.7
(b) Low 2015.12.28 SH 06.19:00 09.45:59 46.6±21 19.9 4.9 8.7
(c) High 2016.12.27 MP 11.30:24 11.32:13 32.0±13 12.8 2.2 7.5

3
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here). Therefore, it is worth noting that above the electron inertial
scale this is further followed by an even steeper spectrum with the
slope of −5.59±0.32 (close to −11/2 or −16/3). Because the
resolution for the ion plasma parameters is only of 150ms, a
spectral exponent of −2.68±0.05 for the energy density related
to the magnitude of the ion velocity V (similar to that for the
magnetic spectrum above fci) can only be resolved between 0.04
and 2 Hz, namely only near the onset of kinetic scales.

Figure 3 presents observations within the mid-magne-
tosheath. As noted earlier, in Section 2, only lower-resolution
data are available here. Using a very long sample of about
3.5 hr we can obtain spectra, and the characteristic plasma
parameters can be well established in this region. Taking the
mean magnetic field strength in this interval B=18.23 nT, we
obtain on the average fci=0.24 Hz, fce=510 Hz. Further,
with T⊥i≈392eV, we calculate ion gyroscale rLi=119 km.

Figure 2. High-resolution turbulence in the magnetosheath near the bow shock (BS), case (a) in Table 1, for frequencies above the ion gyrofrequency fci marked by the
dashed vertical line, and between the ion fλi and electron fλe Taylor-shifted inertial frequencies shown by the dashed–dotted and dotted lines, respectively.
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Similarly, with T⊥e≈43 eV, the respective scale of electron,
rLe=0.85 km, is again of the order of 1 km. Here with
ni=34.97 cm−3 and ne=32.20 cm−3 the ions and electron
inertial lengths are λi=41 km and λe=0.94 km, similar to

case (a), Figure 2. The same applies for the Taylor’s shifted
values fλi=0.41 Hz and fλe=18.1 Hz.
It is interesting to see at the bottom of Figure 3 a clear break in

the slope of the magnetic spectra from −0.77±0.06 to

Figure 3. Low-resolution turbulence inside the magnetosheath (SH), case (b) in Table 1, for frequencies below and above the ion gyrofrequency fci and the ion Taylor-
shifted inertial scale frequency fλi marked by the the vertical dashed and dashed–dotted lines, respectively.

5
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−2.24±0.09, which is consistent with a somewhat similar recent
analysis of the Alfvénic fluctuations by Breuillard et al. (2018). In
Figure 3 the breakpoint lies at 0.12Hz, i.e., near the ion
gyrofrequency fci=0.24Hz, and still close to the ion inertial scale,
fλi=0.41Hz, followed by a steeper power law with the slope of
−5/2 (observed here till several Hz only). Behind the quasi-parallel
shocks, Breuillard et al. (2018) also found an additional power law
observed in between (0.02 and 0.2Hz), i.e., in the inertial regime,
with a spectral index of about −1.6. Here we are interested in the

transition from the MHD to kinetic scales, but in the case of a
shock that is more quasi-perpendicular (θBn=47°), because of the
lower-resolution data available for the plasma velocity V∣ ∣, we can
still recover a spectral exponent of −1.74±0.07 between 10−3

and 10−1 Hz, this means in the MHD scale range (i.e., below fci and
f i e,l , not seen in this spectrum), which seems also to be close to the
Kolmogorov (1941) type with the well-known exponent of −5/3.
Fortunately, the high-resolution observations are available near

the magnetopause. Taking B=21.75 nT, we obtain the average

Figure 4. High-resolution turbulence near the magnetopause (MP), case (c) in Table 1, for frequencies above the ion gyrofrequency fci marked by the dashed vertical
line, and between the ion fλi and electron fλe Taylor-shifted inertial scale frequencies shown by the dashed–dotted and dotted lines, respectively.
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parameters fci=0.29Hz and fce=609Hz. Now, with T⊥i≈
574eV, we calculate rLi=120.5 km, and similarly, with T⊥e≈
68 eV, we have obtained the respective scale of electron rLe=
0.9 km. In this case we have on the average ni≈16.16 cm

−3 and
ne≈15.56 cm

−3 resulting in characteristic frequencies related to
the respective inertial lengths λi=61 km and λe=1.35 km, and
the Taylor’s shifted values fλi=0.45Hz and fλe=20.1Hz, similar
to that for the previous cases under our study.

In addition to the parameters characteristic for kinetic scales, as
already discussed for cases (a) and (b) in Figures 2 and 3, now for
case (c) Figure 4 shows a slope exponent of −2.75± 0.05, above
the ion gyrofrequency of about 0.3 Hz and the Taylor-shifted
ion frequency of 0.45Hz, and above the electron inertial scale of
20Hz followed by steeper spectrum with the slope of
−3.82±0.06 (close to −7/2). Similar slopes for velocity can
only be resolved between 0.04 and 3.5 Hz, near the onset of kinetic
scales. We see that the obtained power law fitted to the high-
resolutionMMS data is characteristic for the kinetic regime in both
the magnetic field and plasma velocity measurements (compare
Sahraoui et al. 2013, Figure 4), which is also consistent with the
very recent results obtained by Breuillard et al. (2018). A detailed
analysis of turbulence in the magnetosheath based on the high-
resolution MMS plasma and magnetic field data by using the
Elsässer variables, similar to that for THEMIS (Macek et al. 2017),
will be presented in a more comprehensive study in the near future.

4. Conclusions

We have looked at turbulence spectra in regions behind the bow
shock and close to the magnetopause, using the highest-resolution
data, and also deep inside the magnetosheath, where only lower-
resolution data are available. However, in this case, near the ion
frequency of 0.25Hz, we have observed a clear change of the
spectral exponent of the magnetic spectra from −0.8 to much
steeper spectrum with the slope of −5/2, which is substantially
different than that for the standard Kolmogorov (1941) or
Kraichnan (1965) spectra with the slope of −5/3 or −3/2,
characteristic for an inertial region in the magnetized plasma.

Moreover, just behind the bow shock and also near the
magnetopause, the availability of the high-resolution magnetic
field data of 7.8 ms enabled us to observe a spectral exponents in
the kinetic regime (here between 0.1 and about 65Hz) from −5/2
above the ion gyrofrequency till −7/2 or even −11/2 (or −16/3)
above the Taylor-shifted frequency related to the electron skin
depth of above say 20–25Hz, which could result from the
dissipation of the kinetic Alfvén waves (e.g., Schekochihin
et al. 2009). Because the plasma resolution for ions is only
150ms, the similar spectrum for the velocity can only be resolved
between 0.04 and 3.5 Hz, near the onset of kinetic scales, which is
at least inside the magnetosheath similar to the Kolmogorov
(1941) type with the well-known slope of −5/3.

Hence, in view of the current and forthcoming space
investigations, we expect that our study on the difference in
characteristic of energy spectral density can facilitate a better
understanding of the physical processes after applying kinetic
theory for turbulence in various regions of space and astrophysical
plasmas.
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